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Corresponding to each finite dimensional simple basic classical Lie superalgebra, a
new quantum enveloping superalgebra is introduced, which has the structure of a
braided quasi-Hopf superalgebra. In the case of osp(1u2n), this quantum envelop-
ing superalgebra is shown to be isomorphic to the standard Drinfeld–Jimbo quan-
tum superalgebra Uq(osp(1u2n)) as braided quasi Hopf superalgebras. The new
quantum enveloping superalgebras are applied to construct link invariants, from
which Vassiliev invariants can be readily extracted. This, in particular, provides a
useful construction for the Vassiliev invariants associated with
Uq(osp(1u2n)). © 2002 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Drinfeld–Jimbo quantum superalgebras1–3 were introduced in the early 1990s to describe
supersymmetries exhibited by statistical mechanics models such as the Perk–Schultz models. By
now a considerable body of theory for the quantum superalgebras2,4 and the associated quantum
supergroups5,6 exists, and their applications to integrable models1,7 and low dimensional
topology8–10 have been extensively explored. It has also long been known11 that there is a deep
connection between quantum supergroups and noncommutative geometry. This has been further
explored lately and applied to the study of the representation theory,5 leading to Borel–Weil type
theorems for induced representations of quantum SL(mun) and OSP(1u2n).
A Drinfel–Jimbo quantum superalgebra is a quasi-triangular Hopf superalgebra, which is a
deformation ~in the sense of Gerstenhaber12! of the corresponding enveloping superalgebra.13
Deformation theory thus lies at the foundation of the theory of quantum superalgebras and quan-
tum supergroups. The broad aim of the article is to develop the deformation theory of enveloping
superalgebras following the general strategy of Ref. 14, and to explore its applications in low
dimensional topology.
As we have already alluded to, low dimensional topology is one of the areas where quantum
superalgebras have major applications. There exists a supersymmetric version8 of the
Reshetikhin–Turaev theory,15,16 which provides a powerful machinery for generating topological
invariants of links and three-manifolds using the representation theory4 of quantum
superalgebras.1–3 Due to the vast difference between the representations of Lie algebras and Lie
superalgebras in the quantum setting,4 invariants arising from the supersymmetric Reshetikhin–
Turaev theory exhibit very different features from those constructed from ordinary quantum alge-
bras.
We may formally regard a quantum superalgebra invariant nq of links at generic q5exp(h) as
a power series in h: nq5( i50
‘ hin (i). Following the strategy of Birman and Lin,17 one can show
that each coefficient n (k) is a Vassiliev invariant18,19 of degree less than or equal to k . However,
it is very difficult to gain any understanding of such Vassiliev invariants within the framework of
the Drinfeld–Jimbo superalgebras. Also, there exists no satisfactory quantum Chern–Simons
theory formulation20 for the quantum superalgebra invariants of links and three-manifolds, thus
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arising from quantum superalgebras. As we shall see later, deformation theory provides a way to
the problem at hand.
Let us now briefly describe the main results of this article. Corresponding to each finite
dimensional simple basic classical Lie superalgebra,13 we introduce a new quantum enveloping
superalgebra with braiding ~i.e., with a universal R-matrix!, which is a quasi-Hopf superalgebra
with a nontrivial associator. The underlying algebraic structure of the new quantum enveloping
superalgebra is identical to that of the corresponding enveloping superalgebra over the power
series ring C@@h## . Its universal R-matrix takes a particularly simple form and is explicitly given.
The associator, however, is a highly complicated object, which is constructed by using a
Knizhnik–Zamolodchikov equation following the work of Drinfeld.14 In the case of the Lie
superalgebra osp(1u2n), we prove, using results of Ref. 21 that the new quantum enveloping
superalgebra is isomorphic to the Drinfeld–Jimbo superalgebra as braided quasi-Hopf superalge-
bras.
The Reshetikhin–Turaev functor15,16 from the category H of colored ribbon graphs to the
module category of a ribbon Hopf superalgebra is generalized to a functor from H to the module
category of a ribbon quasi-Hopf superalgebra. It is then applied to the new quantum enveloping
superalgebras to construct topological invariants of ~framed! links. The advantage of the resulting
invariants is that the associated Vassiliev invariants ~i.e., the coefficients in their power series
expansions! can, in principle, be extracted, as the universal R-matrix and the associator are known.
This enables us to construct large classes of Vassiliev invariants. This in particular provides us
with a practical construction of the Vassiliev invariants associated with Uq(osp(1u2n)).
The organization of the article is as follows. In Sec. II we discuss general properties of
quasi-Hopf superalgebras. In Sec. III we introduce the new class of quantum enveloping algebras
with braiding. In Sec. IV we prove the isomorphism ~as quasi-Hopf superalgebras with braiding!
between the new quantum enveloping algebra and the standard Drinfeld–Jimbo quantum super-
algebra in the special case of osp(1u2n). Section V studies link invariants.
This article makes extensive use of results in Refs. 14 and 22 and Kassel’s book.23
Before closing this Introduction, we mention that there is no systematic study of deformations
~e.g., within the category of braided quasi-Hopf superalgebras! of enveloping superalgebras except
in the case osp(1u2n). Even the relationship among the different Drinfeld–Jimbo quantum supe-
ralgebras associated with Weyl group inequivalent simple root systems of a given simple basic
classical Lie superalgebra ~see Subsec. III A 2! has not been studied in any depth. We hope to give
a thorough treatment of the deformation theory of enveloping superalgebras in a future publica-
tion.
II. QUASI-HOPF SUPERALGEBRAS
A. Quasi-Hopf superalgebras
We explain the notion of quasi Hopf superalgebras here. In the fundamental paper24 by Milnor
and Moore, a version of graded quasi-Hopf algebras was introduced. Such algebras are similar to
graded Hopf algebras but with the coassociativity requirement on the comultiplications removed
altogether. In the earlier 1990s, Drinfeld14 reignited the subject quite independently of Ref. 24
aiming at applications to quantum groups. He arrived at a notion of quasi-Hopf algebras which is
more restrictive than that of Ref. 24, but structurally more interesting in that the comultiplications
are quasi-coassociative. We shall consider Z2-graded generalizations of Drinfeld quasi-Hopf alge-
bras here.
Let A be a Z2-graded associative algebra, i.e., an associative superalgebra, over a commutative
ring K, which admits two algebra homomorphisms, D:A→A ^ A and e:A→K. These homomor-
phisms will be called the comultiplication and counit, respectively. The algebra A will be called a
Z2-graded quasi-bi-algebra, or a quasi-bi-superalgebra, if there exists an invertible even element
FPA ^ A ^ A , called the associator, satisfying the following relations: 10 Dec 2007 to 129.78.72.11. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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~e ^ id!D~x !5x ,
~ id^ e!D~x !5x , ;xPA , ~2.1!
~ id^ id^ D!~F!~D ^ id^ id!~F!5F234~ id^ D ^ id!~F!F123 ,
~ id^ e ^ id!F51.
Here the second to last equation is usually referred to as the pentagon relation.
We use the following notation for D(x),
D~x !5((x) x (1) ^ x (2) , xPA ,
which will not lead to confusion, even though the standard Sweedler notation becomes ambiguous
for (D ^ id)D and (id^ D)D . A quasi-bi-superalgebra A will be called a Z2-graded quasi-Hopf
algebra, or a quasi-Hopf superalgebra, if there exist invertible even elements a ,bPA , and an
algebra anti-automorphism S satisfying the following relations:
((x) S~x (1)!ax (2)5e~x !a , ((x) x (1)bS~x (2)!5e~x !b , ;xPA ,
~2.2!
(
t
XtbS~Y t!aZt515(
t
S~X¯ t!aY¯ tbS~Z¯ t!,
where
F5(
t
Xt ^ Y t ^ Zt , F215(
t
X¯ t ^ Y¯ t ^ Z¯ t .
Similar to the case of Hopf superalgebras, (S ,a ,b) will be called the antipode. It immediately
follows from the definition that
e~a!e~b!51, eS5e .
Note the following freedom in the definition of the antipode: Let (S ,a ,b) be an antipode of
A . Then for any invertible element gPA , the conditions ~2.2! are also satisfied by (S˜ ,a˜ ,b˜ ), where
S˜ ~a !5gS~a !g21, a˜5ga , b˜ 5bg21. ~2.3!
Lemma 2.1: If (S ,a ,b) and (S˜ ,a˜ ,b˜ ) are antipodes of the quasi-Hopf superalgebra A , then there
exists a unique invertible gPA transforming (S ,a ,b) to (S˜ ,a˜ ,b˜ ) through (2.3).
The antipode enables one to turn the dual V*5HomK(V ,K) of a left A-module V into a left
A-module, with the action
A ^ V*→V*, x ^ v*°xv*,
defined for homogeneous elements by
xv*~w !5v*~~21 ![x][v*]S~x !w !, ;wPV , 10 Dec 2007 to 129.78.72.11. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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odd, and @v*# is similarly defined. However, it should be observed that while the following linear
map defines a module homomorphism,
V* ^ V→K, v* ^ w°v*~aw !,
even though the natural dual space pairing v* ^ w°v*(w) is no longer a module map if aÞ1.
A quasi-Hopf superalgebra A is called braided if there exists an even and invertible element RP
^ A , called the universal R-matrix, which satisfies the following relations
RD~x !5D8~x !R , ;xPA ,
~ id^ D!R5~F231!21R13F213R12~F123!21, ~2.4!
~D ^ id!R5F312R13~F132!21R23F123 .
Here D85tD , with t:A ^ A→A ^ A being the flip x ^ y°(21)[x][y]y ^ x . It immediately follows
from the defining relations of the universal R-matrix that we have the following generalized
Yang–Baxter equation
R12F312R13~F132!21R23F1235F321R23~F231!21R13F213R12 . ~2.5!
Write R5(rar ^ br , and let
u5(
r ,t
~21 ![X
¯
t]S~brY¯ tbS~Z¯ t!!aarX¯ t .
Then u is invertible and for all xPA ,
S2~x !5uxu21.
Furthermore, uS(u)5S(u)u belongs to the center of A . We shall call A a ribbon quasi-Hopf
superalgebra if there exists an even v belonging to the center of A such that
v25uS~u !. ~2.6!
In studying deformation quantizations of enveloping superalgebras, we will work on the
power series ring C@@h## . The quasi Hopf superalgebras encountered are topological in the sense
that the underlying C@@h##-modules are completed with respect to the h-adic topology, and the
structure maps are continuous.
B. Gauge transformations
Let (A ,m ,D ,e ,F ,S ,R ,a ,b) be a braided quasi-Hopf superalgebra, where m denotes the mul-
tiplication of A . Let FPA ^ A be an invertible even element FPA ^ A satisfying
~e ^ id!F5~ id^ e!F51. ~2.7!
Write F5( f i ^ gi , F215( f¯i ^ g¯ i , and set
DF5FDF21:A→A ^ A , x°FD~x !F21;
FF5F23~ id^ D!~F !F~D ^ id!~F21!F12
21
RF5F21RF21, ~2.8! 10 Dec 2007 to 129.78.72.11. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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i
S~ f¯i!a g¯ i ,
bF5(
i
f ibS~gi!.
Lemma 2.2: (A ,m ,DF ,e ,FF ,S ,RF ,aF ,bF) is a braided quasi-Hopf superalgebra.
Equation ~2.8! is called a gauge transformation by F on the braided quasi-Hopf superalgebra
(A ,m ,D ,e ,F ,S ,R ,a ,b).
Let
A5~A ,m (A),D (A),e (A),F (A),S (A),R (A),a (A),b (A)!,
B5~B ,m (B),D (B),e (B),F (B),S (B),R (B),a (B),b (B)!
be braided quasi Hopf superalgebras. A homomorphism ( f ,F):A→B between them consists of an
algebra homomorphism f :(A ,m (A))→(B ,m (B)) and a gauge transformation FPB ^ B such that
~ f ^ f !D (A)5F~D (B) f !F21,
$F23~ id^ D (B)!~F !%~ f ^ f ^ f !~F (A)!5F (B)F12~D (B) ^ id!F ,
~ f ^ f !R (A)5F21R (B)F21.
If f is an algebra isomorphism, then ( f ,F) is called an isomorphism between the braided quasi-
Hopf superalgebras A and B. An isomorphism of braided quasi-Hopf superalgebras strictly pre-
serves the algebraic structure, but only preserves the coalgebraic structure, the associator and the
braiding up to a gauge transformation. If ( f ,F):A→B is an isomorphism, then it follows from
Lemma 2.1 that there exists a unique invertible gPB such that
f +S (A)+ f 215g+S (B)+g21,
f ~a (A)!5gaF(B) ,
f ~b (A)!5bF(B)g21.
We mention that the category of left A-modules has the structure of a braided tensor category,
where F provides the associativity constraint, and the universal R-matrix gives the braiding. If
two braided quasi-Hopf superalgebras are isomorphic, then their module categories are equivalent
as braided tensor categories
C. Associative tensor product
Let (A ,m ,D ,e ,F ,S ,R ,a ,b) be a quasi-Hopf superalgebra. Tensor products of A-modules are
not strictly associative, but for any A-modules U , V , and W , there exists the module isomorphism
~U ^ V ! ^ W→U ^ ~V ^ W !,
~2.9!
~u ^ v ! ^ w°F~~u ^ v ! ^ w !5u ^ ~v ^ w !,
where F is the associator of A . The nonassociativity of tensor products is a cause of inconve-
nience in applications of quasi-Hopf superalgebras, but there is a way to get around the problem
~See Remark XI.1.4, p. 496 of Ref. 16 and Section XI.5 of Ref. 23!.
Let V5$V1 ,V2 , . . . ,Vm% be a sequence of A-modules. We denote 10 Dec 2007 to 129.78.72.11. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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All the tensor products of the Vi’s in this order but with parentheses positioned in different ways
are isomorphic to (V). Let us introduce the subsequences
Vr
(k)5$V1 ,V2 , . . . ,Vk%,
Vl
(k)5$Vk ,Vk21 , . . . ,Vm%.
If W5$W1 ,W2 , . . . ,Wn% is also a sequence of A-modules, by joining V with W we obtain
another sequence $V1 ,V2 , . . . ,Vm ,W1 ,W2 , . . . ,Wn%. We denote by (V,W) the tensor product
($V1 ,V2 , . . . ,Vm ,W1 ,W2 , . . . ,Wn%).
Now we introduce a new tensor product ( for A-modules defined by
~V!(~W!5~V,W!. ~2.10!
This is clearly associative. The problem is to find an associative tensor product of maps consistent
with this tensor product of A-modules. Consider linear maps
f :~V!→~S!, g:~W!→~T!.
Let J (V),(W) :(V)((W)→(V) ^ (W) be the natural A-module isomorphism
J (V),(W)5~F (V),(W
r
(1)),W2
21
^ idW3 ^ . . . ^ idWn!~F (V),(Wr(2)),W3
21
^ idW4 ^ . . . ^ idWn!
. . . F (V),(W
r
(n21)),Wn
21
.
Similarly we have the A-module isomorphism J (S),(T) :(S)((T)→(S) ^ (T). An associative ten-
sor product, also denoted by (, of the maps consistent with the associative tensor product of
A-modules is then given by the composition
~V!(~W! ——→
J(V),(W)
~V! ^ ~W! ——→
f ^ g
~S! ^ ~T! ——→
J(S),(T)
21
~S!(~T!.
Explicitly, we have
f (g5J (S),(T)21 ~ f ^ g !J (V),(W) .
More formally, one can always turn the tensor category Mod(A) of A-modules into a strict
tensor category Mods(A) with objects being the ~V! for all finite sequences of A-modules, and the
morphisms (V)→(V8) being Hom((V),(V8)). The strictly associative tensor product is the (
just defined above.
D. Gauge transformations on modules
Let (A ,m ,D ,e ,F ,S ,a ,b) be a quasi-Hopf superalgebra. Let V1 , . . . ,Vn be A-modules. De-
note by ~V! the ordered tensor product of the modules. For convenience we shall only consider
gauge transformations on ordered tensor product of modules and their homomorphisms. Because
of the isomorphism ~2.9!, the discussions below also apply to the nonassociative tensor product.
Let D (k) be defined inductively by
D (k)5~D ^ id((n21)!D .
Under a gauge transformation F5( f i ^ gi as defined by ~2.8!, D is transformed to DF
5FDF21, and D (k) to DF
(k)
, which is defined in exactly the same way as D (k) but with D replaced
by DF . 10 Dec 2007 to 129.78.72.11. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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the A-action defined by
x ^ vF°DF
(n)~x !vF , xPA , vFP~VF!.
There exists an A-module isomorphism (V)→(VF) defined by
v°F (n)v, vP~V!,
where
F (n)5 (
i2 , . . . ,in
~fl~~FD~ f i2! ^ gi2!D (2)~ f i3! ^ gi3!fl !D (n21)~ f in! ^ gin.
This is indeed an A-module isomorphism as confirmed by the following relation:
DF
(n)~x !~F (n)v!5F (n)D (n)~x !v, vP~V!.
Let W1 , . . . ,Wm be another set of A-modules. Assume we have the linear map c:(V)
→(W). Then F transforms c to cF :(VF)→(WF), which is defined by the following commuta-
tive diagram
~V!→~W!
↓ ↓ ~2.11!
~VF!→~WF!.
Consider also the transformation ~2.3! on the antipode. It affects only the definition of dual
modules. Let V be an A-module, and denote by VS* and VS*˜ the dual A-modules defined by using
S and S˜ , respectively. Then we have the following A-module isomorphism
S21~g !:VS*˜→VS* .
For e iP$1,21%, let Vi
e i be Vi if e i51 and Vi
e i5Vi* if e i521. Let (Ve)5($V1
e1
, . . . ,V
n
en%). The
isomorphism G:(VS˜
e)→(VSe) then is given by
G5~ . . . ~~S21~g ~12e1!/2! ^ S21~g ~12e2/2!!! ^ S21~g ~12e3/2!!! ^ . . . ! ^ S21~g ~12en/2!!.
Let (WS˜
e8) be another A-module and assume we have the linear map c:(VSe)→(WSe8). Then the
antipode transformation changes c to c˜ :(VS˜
e)→(WS˜
e8), which is defined by the following com-
mutative diagram:
~VS
e ! → ~WSe8!
↓ ↓
~VS˜
e
! → ~WS˜
e8
!
. ~2.12!
To summarize, tensor product functors (:Mods(A)3Mods(A)→Mods(A) defined with re-
spect to gauge equivalent comultiplications of A are naturally isomorphic, and so are also the
duality functors of Mods(A) defined with respect to gauge equivalent antipodes of A . 10 Dec 2007 to 129.78.72.11. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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In this section we shall work over the power series ring C@@h## exclusively. All superalgebras
and quasi-Hopf superalgebras should be understood as topological. The main result is contained in
Sec. III B, where a new type of quantum enveloping superalgebras with braiding are constructed.
For the purpose of studying the relationship amongst different deformations of enveloping supe-
ralgebras, we also discuss the standard Drinfeld–Jimbo quantum superalgebras.1–3 In the next
section, we shall show that the new quantum enveloping superalgebra is isomorphic to the
Drinfeld–Jimbo quantum superalgebra in the case of osp(1u2n).
A. Drinfeld–Jimbo quantum superalgebras
1. Drinfeld-Jimbo quantum superalgebras
The Drinfeld–Jimbo quantum superalgebras1–3 were studied quite extensively in the last
decade. Here we shall summarize some of their main properties.
Let g be a simple basic classical Lie superalgebra13 ~all such Lie superalgebras are assumed to
be finite dimensional.!. Denote by H* the dual of its Cartan subalgebra with the nondegenerate
symmetric bilinear form ( , ). Let f5$a iui51,2, . . . ,r% be a chosen simple root system. Denote
the set of the even simple roots by f0 and that of the odd simple roots by f1 . Set
@a i#5H 0, a iPf0 ,1, a iPf1 .
If (a i , a i)Þ0, we define ai j52(a i , a j)/(a i , a i) for all j . If (a i , a i)50, and this can only
happen if a iPf1 , we set
ai j5H 21, ~a i ,a j!Þ0,0, ~a i ,a j!50.
Corresponding to the given data, a Drinfeld–Jimbo quantum superalgebra Uq(g) has been intro-
duced. We shall work in the Drinfeld setting, where Uq(g,f) is a Hopf superalgebra over the
power series ring C@@h## completed with respect to the h-adic topology. As is well known,
Uq(g,f) is a deformation of the enveloping superalgebra U(g)@@h## .
Now we describe Uq(g,f) in terms of generators and relations. Recall that Uq(g) is generated
by the identity and the elements ei , f i ,hi , i51,2, . . . ,r , subject to the relations
@hi ,h j#50,
@hi ,e j#5~a i ,a j!e j ,
@hi , f j#52~a i ,a j! f j ,
@ei , f j#5d i j~qhi2q2hi!/~qi2qi21!,
~es!
25~ f i!250, ~as ,as!50,
ad
ei
12ai j~e j!50, iÞ j ,
ad f i
12ai j~ f j!50, iÞ j ,
plus higher order Serre-relations.
The higher order Serre relations can be found in Ref. 2 and thus will not be spelled out
explicitly here. It suffices to mention that they depend very much on the Lie superalgebra g itself
and also on the chosen simple root system f.
Some explanations are now in order. Here q is the power series q5exp(h), and 10 Dec 2007 to 129.78.72.11. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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The Z2-gradation of the superalgebra is defined in such a way that all hi and e j , f j with @a j#
50 are even, while all es , f s with @as#51 are odd. For a homogeneous element xPUq(g,f), we
set @x#50 if x is even and @x#51 if x is odd. Then the graded bracket is defined by @x ,y #5xy
2(21)[x][y]yx . The notation adei(x) and ad f i(x) are defined by
adei~x !5eix2~21 !
[ei][x]qhixq2hiei ,
ad f i~x !5 f ix2~21 ![ f i][x]q2hixqhi f i .
Finally, we note that if (as ,as)50 and as jÞ0, then the relations (ades)
12as j(e j)
5(ad f s)
12as j( f j)50 are implied by es25 f s250.
The Uq(g,f) has the structures of a Hopf superalgebra, with the coassociative comultiplica-
tion
Dq~hi!5hi ^ 111 ^ hi ,
Dq~ei!5ei ^ qhi11 ^ ei ,
Dq~ f i!5 f i ^ 11q2hi ^ f i ,
counit
eq~hi!5eq~ei!5eq~ f i!50,
and antipode
Sq~hi!52hi ,
S~ei!52eiq2hi,
S~ f i!52qhi f i .
Let 2r be the sum of the even positive roots minus the sum of the odd positive roots of g. Let
2hr denote the linear combination of the hi such that @hr ,ei#5(r ,a i)ei for all i . Set
K5q2hr.
Then it can be immediately shown that
S2~x !5KxK21, ;xPUq~g,f!.
We shall regard Uq(g,f) as a quasi-Hopf superalgebra with
F51 ^ 1 ^ 1, a5b51.
One of the most important properties of Uq(g,f) is its braiding, that is, the existence of a
universal R-matrix Rq .3 The explicit form of Rq in terms of the generators of Uq(g,f) is, in
principle, known. However, for the purpose of studying the Vassiliev invariants arising from
quantum superalgebras, we are interested in the expansion of Rq into a power series in h . The
coefficients of this expansion are in U(g) as Uq(g,f) is a deformation of U(g). It is easy to see
that 10 Dec 2007 to 129.78.72.11. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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where rc is the classical r-matrix discussed in Ref. 25. However, there exists no method, even in
principle, for computing the higher order terms.
2. The choice of simple root systems
We consider very briefly the dependence of the quantum superalgebra Uq(g,f) on the chosen
simple root system f. Recall that a Lie superalgebra in general admits Weyl group inequivalent
simple root systems. The quantum superalgebra Uq(g,f) is defined in terms of simple and Cartan
generators subject to some defining relations. The simple roots thus play a special role. One
expects Uq(g,f) to depend on f nontrivially. This is indeed true, even in the simplest case of
sl(2u1).
The two simple root systems for sl(2u1) are, in terms of Dynkin diagrams,
f:s222 ^ , f8: ^ 222 ^ .
It is known that the definitions of Uq(sl(2u1),f) and Uq(sl(2u1),f8) do not involve higher
order Serre relations. Now it is a simple matter to check that the square of the antipode of
Uq(sl(2u1),f) is nontrivial, while that of Uq(sl(2u1),f8) is the identity map. This immediately
shows that the two Hopf superalgebras are not isomorphic,26 although it is known that the under-
lying algebraic structures of Uq(sl(2u1),f) and Uq(sl(2u1),f8) are the same.21
B. Braided structure for enveloping superalgebras
Let U(g) be the enveloping superalgebra of the Lie superalgebra g defined over the complex
field. Let U(g)@@h## be the C@@h##-module consisting of formal power series in h with coefficients
in U(g). By C@@h##-linearly extending the structure maps of the complex Hopf superalgebra U(g)
to U(g)@@h## , one obtains a natural Hopf superalgebra structure on U(g)@@h## . We denote the
multiplication by m , the comultiplication by D, the counit by e, and the antipode by S . Then
D~X !5X ^ 111 ^ X ,
e~X !50, ~3.2!
S~X !52X , ;XPg.
Let C denote the quadratic Casimir operator of g, that is, the central element of U(g) which
takes the eigenvalue (l12r ,l) in any irreducible U(g)-module with highest weight l. Set
t5 12 ~D~C !2C ^ 121 ^ C !.
The following results are straightforward to prove, but will be of crucial importance for the
remainder of this section.
Lemma 3.1:
~ id^ D!t5t121t13 ,
~D ^ id!t5t131t23 ,
@ t12 , t131t23#50.
The last equation will be referred to as the ‘‘four-term relation.’’
Now we introduce a braided structure on U(g)@@h## . We shall take as the universal R-matrix
the following power series
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ately see that
RD~x !5D8~x !R , ;xPU~g!@@h## .
However, R requires a nontrivial associator F to satisfy the defining relations of a universal
R-matrix.
Because of Lemma 3.1, Cartier’s work22 on infinitesimal symmetric categories applies to the
problem at hand. This in particular tells us that Drinfeld’s construction ~second paper of Ref. 14!
of associators for enveloping algebras of semi-simple Lie algebras can be generalized to the
present context to construct the desired associator. Consider the following differential equation on
C\$0,1%,
dG~z !
dz 5
h
2pi S t12z 1 t23z21 D ~3.4!
for the analytic function G:C\$0,1%→U(g) ^ 3@@h## . This is a special case of the celebrated
Knizhnik–Zamolodchikov equations, which first arose in the context of Wess–Zumino–Witten
models of two dimensional conformal quantum field theory. The classical theory of Fuchsian
differential equations guarantees the existence and uniqueness of solutions G0 and G1 of the
Knizhnik–Zamolodchikov equation with the asymptotics
G0~z !>zht12/2pi, z→0,
G1~z !>~12z !ht23/2pi, z→1.
Furthermore, the two solutions can only differ by a z independent factor
FKZ“~G0~z !!21G1~z !. ~3.5!
FKZ can be expressed as a power series in h with coefficients being linear combinations of Lie
words in t12 and t23 , where the coefficients involve Chen’s iterated integrals. We refer to Ref. 27
by Le and Murakami for details.
It follows from Lemma 3.1 and Cartier’s work22
Theorem 3.1: FKZ satisfies the relations (2.1) and (2.4), and thus yields the desired associa-
tor.
Furthermore, we can also show that for the given comultiplication D and universal R-matrix
R5exp(ht/2), FKZ is the unique associator.
The complete quasi-Hopf superalgebra structure of U(g)@@h## includes a and b. The relation-
ship between a and b with the antipode S requires both of them be central, while the relationship
with the associator F involves ab only. Therefore, we have the freedom to choose a51. Then
b215m~m ^ id!~ id^ S ^ id!FKZ ,
where m is the multiplication of U(g)@@h## .
Remark: A natural question is how the Drinfeld–Jimbo superalgebras are related to the new
quantum enveloping superalgebras. More generally, we want to classify all quantisations of the
enveloping superalgebras. We will address the problem for the superalgebra osp(1u2n) in the next
section, and results are used in the study of the Vassiliev invariants associated with
Uq(osp(1u2n)).
IV. THE CASE OF osp1z2n
We now consider the Lie superalgebra osp(1u2n). We shall set
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Recall that all simple root systems of osp(1u2n) are equivalent under the Weyl group, thus we
can drop f from the notation of the quantum superalgebra of osp(1u2n).28 Uq(osp(1u2n)) is the
best studied28 among all the quantum superalgebras. Its finite dimensional representations at
generic q are thoroughly understood. This quantum superalgebra also has an unexpected but very
interesting application29 to the study of a Duflo theorem for U(osp(1u2n)) at the classical level.
For U(g)@@h## , the structure maps m ,D ,e ,S are the standard ones of the universal enveloping
superalgebra; the associator FKZ is that constructed from the KZ equation; R5exp(ht/2), and a
51, b215m(m ^ id)(id^ S ^ id)FKZ .
One of the main results of this section is the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1: (Uq(g),mq ,Dq ,eq ,Sq ,Rq) and (U(g)@@h## ,m ,D ,e ,FKZ ,S ,a ,b ,R) are iso-
morphic as braided quasi-Hopf superalgebras on C@@h## in the case g5osp(1u2n).
We break the proof of Theorem 4.1 into a series of lemmas and propositions. Recall that
osp(1u2n) has many remarkable properties not shared by the other Lie superalgebras. We mention
in particular that an analog of Whitehead’s lemma holds,21 i.e., for any finite dimensional
osp(1u2n)-module V , the Lie superalgebra cohomology groups H1(g,V) and H2(g,V) are trivial.
The vanishing of H1(g,V) for all finite dimensional g-modules implies that all such modules are
completely reducible.
The universal enveloping algebra U(g) forms an osp(1u2n)-module under the adjoint action.
Furthermore, it can be decomposed into a direct sum of finite dimensional osp(1u2n)-modules.
Similarly, U(g) ^ U(g) as an osp(1u2n)-module can also be decomposed into a direct sum of finite
dimensional modules. Therefore,21
H1~g,U~g! ^ U~g!!50, H2~g,U~g!!50. ~4.1!
Let M be a two-sided U(g)-module. Then M forms a left g-module under the action
X ^ v°Xv2~21 ![X][v]vX . ~4.2!
Denote by HH
k (U(g),M ) the kth Hochschild cohomology group of U(g) with coefficients in M . It
can be shown that there exist vector space embeddings
HH
k ~U~g!,M !→Hk~g,M !, k51,2.
Combining these results we have the following.
Lemma 4.1:
HH
1 ~U~g!,U~g! ^ U~g!!50,
HH
2 ~U~g!,U~g!!50.
Observe that Uq(g) in the Drinfeld setting is a deformation of U(g) in the sense of
Gerstenhaber.12 The deformations of U(g) as an associative superalgebra are classified, up to
obstructions, by the even part of the Hochschild cohomology group H2(U(g),U(g)). The vanish-
ing of HH
2 (U(g),U(g)) thus implies the following.
Proposition 4.1: The algebraic structure of U(g) is rigid, that is, all Gerstenhaber type
deformations of U(g) are isomorphic to U(g)@@h## as associative superalgebras over C@@h## .
In particular, as associative superalgebras Uq(g) and U(g)@@h## are isomorphic. We denote by
Hh :Uq(g)→U(g)@@h## the isomorphism. Define
D˜ q5~Hh ^ Hh!+Dq+Hh
21
,
S˜ q5Hh+Sq+Hh
21
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21
,
R˜ q5~Hh ^ Hh!Rq .
Consider the Drinfeld operator vqPUq(g). Its image under Hq gives rise to a central element v˜ of
U(g)@@h## , which can be expanded into a power series
v˜511h v˜11h2v˜21fl ,
where each v˜ i belongs to the center of U(g). If V is an irreducible highest weight U(g)-module,
we denote by xV(C) the eigenvalue of C on V . Then v˜ takes the eigenvalue exp(hxV(C)) on the
U(g)@@h##-module V@@ t## . By using Harish–Chandra’s homomorphism for the Lie superalgebra
g, one obtains v˜n5Cn/n!, i.e., the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2: v˜5exp(hC).
Also by using Dq(vq21)5R21R(vq21 ^ vq21), one obtains
~R˜ q!21R˜ q5~ v˜ ^ v˜ !D˜ q~ v˜ !.
For any w51 ^ n1hw11h2w21h3w31fl in U(g) ^ n@@h## , we define w1/2 to be the power
series x51 ^ n1hx11h2x21fl such that x25w . Then w1/2 is uniquely defined. From the above
equation, we obtain
~~R˜ q!21R˜ q!1/25~ v˜1/2^ v˜1/2!D˜ q~ v˜21/2!. ~4.3!
Now
A˜ q5~U~g!@@h## ,m ,D˜ q , e˜q ,S˜ q ,R˜ q!
forms a braided Hopf superalgebra isomorphic to Aq .
Proposition 4.2: There exists a gauge transformation F51 ^ 11o(h) such that
D5FD˜ qF21,
R5F21R˜ qF21,
FKZ5F23~ id^ D˜ q!~F !~D˜ q ^ id!~F21!F12
21
,
where D is the standard comultiplication for enveloping superalgebras, R5exp(ht/2) and FKZ is
given by (3.5).
Proof: The deformations of the coalgebraic structure of U(g) within the category of quasi-
Hopf superalgebras are determined by HH
1 (U(g),U(g) ^ U(g)). Since for g5osp(1u2n),
HH
1 (U(g),U(g) ^ U(g))50, one can always find an f 51 ^ 11o(h)P(U(g) ^ U(g))@@h## with
(e ^ id) f 5(id^ e) f 51 such that
f D˜ q f 215D .
Then R ( f )5 f 21R˜ q f 21 commutes with D(U(g)@@h##). Let
f 85~R ( f )~R21( f )R ( f )!21/2!1/2.
It is easy to show that ( f 218 )2( f 8)251. Thus it follows from the uniqueness of the square root that
f 218 5( f 8)21. Set
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Consider the effect of the further gauge transformation f 8 after f . The comultiplication D
remains unchanged. The transformed R-matrix reads
R (F )5 f 218 R ( f )~ f 8!21.
One can show that
R21
(F)5R (F)5 f 8~R21( f )R ( f )!1/2~ f 8!21.
Thus R (F) is symmetric, and
~R (F)!25R21
(F)R (F)5 f 8R21( f )R ( f )~ f 8!215D~ v˜21!~ v˜ ^ v˜ !.
Upon taking the square root, we obtain R (F)5R . Obviously
F5F23~ id^ D˜ q!~F !~D˜ q ^ id!~F21!F12
21
provides the associator for the braided quasi-Hopf superalgebra U(g)@@h## with the comultiplica-
tion D and universal R-matrix exp(ht/2). But with D and R5exp(ht/2) given, FKZ is the unique
associator, hence we must have F5FKZ .
Finally we consider the antipode. Let
aF5m~S˜ q ^ id !F21,
bF5m~ id ^ S˜ q!F ,
Ah85~U~g!@@h## ,D ,e ,R ,FKZ ,S˜ q ,aF ,bF!.
Needless to say, (S˜ q ,aF ,bF) defines an antipode for Ah8 . Applying Lemma 2.1 with g5aF21 , we
arrive at the antipode (S ,a51,b) with b215m(m ^ id)(id^ S ^ id)FKZ .
V. FRAMED LINK INVARIANTS
A. Colored ribbon graphs
We briefly discuss colored ribbon graphs here. Standard references on the subject are Refs. 15
and 16. Note that each ~0,0! ribbon graph gives rise to a framed oriented link and vice versa.
By a ribbon we mean the square @0,1#3@0,1# smoothly embedded in R3. The images of
@0,1#30 and @0,1#31 are the bases, and that of 123@0,1# is called the core of the ribbon. Similarly
an annulus is the cylinder S13@0,1# embedded in R3, and the image of S13 12 under the embed-
ding is called the core of the annulus. Ribbons and annuli are oriented as surfaces and their cores
are directed.
Given k , lPZ1 . A (k ,l) ribbon graph is an oriented surface consisting of ribbons and annuli
such that ribbons and annuli never meet, and this surface intersects (R230)ł(R231) in the
bases of the ribbons, where the collection of these bases are the collection of segments
$@ i2 14 ,i1 14#3030ui51,2, . . . ,k%ł$@ j2 14 , j1 14#3031u j51,2, . . . ,l%.
For simplicity, we will represent a ribbon or an annulus by its directed core.
Remark: Our notion of ribbon graphs is more restrictive than that of Refs. 15 and 16 in that
coupons are not allowed.
We introduce two operations, composition and juxtaposition, to manufacture new ribbon
graphs from given ones. Given (k ,l) graph G1 , (l , m) graph G2 , and ~k8, l8! graph G3 , the
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ribbons glued together should have the same direction as the core of the resultant ribbon ~if this is
not possible, then the composition is not defined!, then reduce the size of the resultant picture by
a factor of 2, leading to a (k , m) graph. The juxtaposition G1 ^ G3 is to position G3 on the right of
G1 , leading to a (k1k8, l1l8) graph.
By repeatedly applying these two operations to the set of ribbon graphs depicted in Fig. 1, we
can generate all the ribbon graphs.
We associate to each (k ,l) graph G two sequences e
*
(G)5(e1 ,e2 , . . . ,ek) and e*(G)
5(e1,e2, . . . ,e l), e i, e jP$1,21%, in the following way. For a ribbon of G with a base @ i2 14,i
1 14#3030 ~resp. @ j2 14, j1 14#3031!, if its core is directed towards this base, then e i51 ~resp.
e j521!, and e i521 ~resp. e j51! otherwise.
Let I5$1,2, . . . ,N% be a finite index set. We introduce the set N consisting of finite sequences
of the form ((i1 , e1), (i2 , e2), . . . ,(ik ,ek)), ikPI , kPZ1 , e tP$1, 21%. A coloring of a ribbon
graph G is a map associating with each ribbon or annulus of G an index iPI . The category H of
ribbon graphs is defined to have as objects the elements of N, and as morphisms the ribbon
graphs, where we require that if the ribbon graph G is a morphism h→h8, h ,h8PN, then the
sequences of colors and directions of cores of the bottom and top ribbons must be equal to h and
h8, respectively. H is provided with a tensor product structure ^ :H3H→H, such that the tensor
product of objects h and h8 is to position the latter on the right of h to form one sequence, and the
tensor product of morphism is simply the juxtaposition of ribbon graphs defined earlier.
B. Generalized Reshetikhin–Turaev functor
In Ref. 30, Altschuler and Coste extended the construction of Reshetikhin and Turaev15,16 to
braided quasi-Hopf algebras, obtaining a covariant functor from the category of colored ribbon
graphs to the module category ~with the strictly associative tensor product! of any ribbon quasi-
Hopf algebra. Their result can be directly extended to the supersymmetric setting, leading to the
following generalization of Theorem 1 of Ref. 8.
Theorem 5.1: Let A be a ribbon quasi-Hopf superalgebra. Let $ViuiPI% be a set of
A-modules, which are free K-modules of finite ranks. There exists a unique covariant functor F
from the category H of colored ribbon graphs to the module category of A with the strictly
associative tensor product such that
~1! F transforms any object h5((i1 , e1),(i2 , e2), . . . ,(ik , ek)) of H into the A-module
(V(h))5(fl (Vi1
e1 ^ Vi2
e2) ^fl ) ^ Vik
ek
, where Vi
115Vi , Vi
215Vi* , and if k50, then V(h) is
defined as the trivial A module.
~2! For any two colored ribbon graphs G and G8,
F~G ^ G8!5F~G!(F~G8!, ~5.1!
that is, F preserves the tensor product ( .
~3! Color the bottom left ribbons of X1 and X2 by i and the bottom right ones by j , and
denote the resultant colored ribbon graphs by Xi j
1 and Xi j
2
respectively. Then
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1!5tR: Vi(V j→V j(Vi ,
~5.2!
F~Xi j
2!5R21t: Vi(V j→V j(Vi ,
where R is the universal R matrix of A , and t is the flipping map. Similarly, we have
F~I i
1!5id:Vi→Vi ,
F~I i
2!5id:Vi*→Vi* ,
F~V i
1!:Vi*(Vi→K,
x* ^ y°x*~ay !,
F~V i
2!:Vi(Vi*→K,
~5.3!
x ^ y*°~21 ![x]y*~S~a!uv21x !,
F~Ui
1!:K→Vi(Vi* ,
c°c(
t
bbt ^ bt* ,
F~Ui
2!:K→Vi*(Vi ,
c°c(
t
~21 ![bt]bt* ^ u21vS~b!bt ,
where $bt% is a basis for Vi , and $bt*% a basis for Vi* , which are dual to each other in the sense
that bs*(bt)5dst .
Let h5((i1 , e1),(i2 , e2), . . . ,(ik , ek)). Consider the (k ,k) colored ribbon graph Gc :h
→h . We joint the top and bottom right-most ends to get the following (k21, k21) colored
ribbon graph
~Ie1 ^fl ^ Iek21 ^ Uek!~Gc ^ I2ek!~Ie1 ^fl ^ Iek21 ^ V2ek!.
Iterating this process we will arrive at the ~0,0! colored ribbon graph Gˆ c , which we call the closure
of Gc . Now F(Gc) is a module map from (V(h))5Vi1
e1(fl(Vik
ek to itself, and
F~Gˆ c!5str@bS~a!uv21F~Gc!# ,
where the supertrace is taken over (V(h)). In particular, for a ~1,1! graph Gc with the open strand
colored by an A-module V , there exists a central element g of A such that
F~Gc!5g:V→V .
If we assume that the A-module V admits central characters, i.e., all central elements of A act by
scalars, then
F~Gc!5xV~g! idV :V→V ,
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dimension of V . It follows that for any ~0,0! graph, if any of its components is colored with an
A-module ~on which central elements of A act on as scalars!, which has a vanishing quantum
superdimension, then the Reshetikhin–Turaev functor yields zero when applied to the ribbon
graph.
For any colored ribbon graph Gc , consider the A-module homomorphism F(Gc). Under a
gauge transformation as defined by ~2.8!, F(Gc) transforms according to ~2.11!. Under a transfor-
mation ~2.3! on the antipode, F(Gc) transforms as ~2.12!. In particular, if Gc is a ~0,0! colored
ribbon graph, F(Gc) is an A-module map K→K. In this case, ~2.11! and ~2.12! dictate that F(Gc)
is not changed. We state this observation as follows.
Lemma 5.1: For any ~0,0! colored ribbon graph Gc , F(Gc) remains intact under gauge
transformations and antipode transformations.
C. Drinfeld–Jimbo quantum superalgebras versus braided enveloping superalgebras
For convenience, we set
Aq5~Uq~g!,mq ,Dq ,e ,Sq ,Rq ,vq!,
A@@h##5~U~g!@@h## ,m ,D ,e ,S ,F5FKZ ,R ,a ,b ,v !,
where v is the Drinfeld operator defined by ~2.6!. For A@@h## , a51 and v5u .
Equipped with Theorem 5.1, we can easily construct link invariants from the new braided
enveloping superalgebras A@@h## . Such link invariants should be closely related to the link in-
variants obtained by using the standard Drinfeld–Jimbo quantum superalgebras Aq . We shall
formulate a conjecture on their relationship and prove it in the case of osp(1u2n).
Consider a set of non-isomorphic Uq(g,f)-modules, $Vi@@h##5Vi ^ CC@@h##uiPI%, which
satisfies the following conditions:
~1! all Vi@@h## are free C@@h##-modules of finite ranks;
~2! as Uq(g,f)-modules, the Vi@@h## are indecomposable and
~3! admit central characters, i.e., the central elements of Uq(g,f) act on each Vi@@h## by scalar
multiplications; and
~4! for each iPI , there exists a unique i*PI such that Vi*@@h##5(Vi@@h##)*.
Now we can use $Vi@@h##uiPI% to color ribbon graphs, and to construct the RT functor following
the general procedure of subsection V.B, but with F51 ^ 1 ^ 1 and a5b51. This reproduces the
result of Theorem 1 of Ref. 8.
Let G be a ribbon graph with m components labeled by the integers 1,2, . . . ,m . For each k ,
we color the kth component of the ribbon graph with the Uq(g,f)-module Vik@@h## , and denote
the resultant colored ribbon graph by Gc . Applying the generalized RT functor to the colored
ribbon graph leads to a Uq(g,f)-module homomorphism
FAq ,$Vi[[h]]uiPI%~Gc!:C@@h##→C@@h## .
Each Uq(g)-module Vi@@h## gives rise to a finite dimensional U(g)-module
Vi5Vi@@h##/hVi@@h##
over C. We assume that as U(g)-modules, the Vi , iPI , are non-isomorphic and have the following
properties: ~a! the Vi are indecomposable and ~b! admit central characters; and ~c! for each i
PI , there exists a unique i*PI such that Vi*5Vi* .
Remark: There always exist Uq(g)-modules Vi@@h## , iPI , satisfying the conditions ~1!–~4!,
such that the associated U(g)-modules Vi , iPI , meet the conditions ~a!–~c!. 10 Dec 2007 to 129.78.72.11. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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free over C@@h## , we have Vi@@h##5Vi ^ CC@@h## . We shall apply the construction of Sec. V B to
the braided quasi-Hopf superalgebra A@@h## with the set $Vi@@h##uiPI% of U(g)@@h##-modules.
Because of the special forms of a and v in the present context, Eq. ~5.3! is considerably simpli-
fied.
For a ~0,0! ribbon graph G with m components labeled by the integers 1,2, . . . ,m , we color its
kth component by the U(g)@@h##-module Vik@@h## for each k , and denote by Gc the resultant
colored ribbon graph. Applying the generalized RT functor to the colored ribbon graph leads to a
U(g)@@h##-module homomorphism
FA[[h]],$Vi[[h]]uiPI%~Gc!:C@@h##→C@@h## .
It is important for the purpose of studying link invariants to understand the relationship
between FAq ,$Vi[[h]]uiPI%(Gc) and FA[[h]],$Vi[[h]]uiPI%(Gc). We conjecture that
FAq ,$Vi[[h]]uiPI%~Gc!5FA[[h]],$Vi[[h]]uiPI%~Gc! ~5.4!
for all the simple basic classical Lie superalgebras but a few exceptions. We do not have a proof
at hand ~A proof probably requires a thorough understanding of the Drinfeld–Jimbo quantum
superalgebras from a deformation theoretical point of view.! However, we can show the following.
Theorem 5.2: Equation (5.4) holds when g5osp(1u2n).
Proof: Let g5osp(1u2n) in the proof. Consider the Aq-module Vi@@h## . The inverse of the
Hopf superalgebra isomorphism Hh induces a natural A˜ q-module structure on Vi@@h## , defined by
A˜ q ^ Vi@@h##→Vi@@h## ,
x˜ ^ v°Hh
21~ x˜ !v .
Clearly, FAq ,$Vi[[h]]uiPI%(Gc)5FA˜ q ,$Vi[[h]]uiPI%(Gc).
As we have shown in the last section, a gauge transformation turns the ribbon Hopf superal-
gebra A˜ q into a ribbon quasi-Hopf superalgebra Ah8 . Under this gauge transformation,
FA˜ q ,$Vi[[h]]uiPI%(Gc) transforms to FAh8 ,$Vi[[h]]uiPI%(Gc). Because Gc is a ~0,0! colored ribbon
graph, it follows Lemma 5.1 that
FA˜ q ,$Vi[[h]]uiPI%~Gc!5FAh8 ,$Vi[[h]]uiPI%~Gc!.
Finally we consider the transformation g5aF
21 on the antipode (S˜ q ,aF ,bF) of Ah8 . This
transformation also turns FAh8 ,$Vi[[h]]uiPI%(Gc) to FA[[h]],$Vi[[h]]uiPI%(Gc). Using Lemma 5.1 again
we have
FAh8 ,$Vi[[h]]uiPI%~Gc!5FA[[h]],$Vi[[h]]uiPI%~Gc!.
This proves the theorem.
D. Vassiliev invariants
Each framed link can be represented as a ~0,0!-ribbon graph G. Let us color all the compo-
nents of G by the same finite dimensional indecomposable Aq-module V@@h## . Then
FAq ,$Vi[[h]]uiPI% gives rise to a framed link invariant, which we denote by nq . We may formally
regard nq as a power series in h ,
nq5 (
k50
‘
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tioned, each n (k) is a Vassiliev invariant of degree <k . We now explain this point following
Birman and Lin.17 A framed link invariant n can be extended to an invariant of singular framed
links in the following way. If L is a singular framed link, we may replace any one of its double
point by an over crossing to get L1 , or by an under crossing to get L2 . Then n(L) is defined
inductively by
n~L !5n~L1!2n~L2!.
It is easy to see that the definition is independent of the order in which the singular points are
resolved. A ~framed! link invariant is a Vassiliev invariant of degree <k if it vanishes on all
singular ~framed! links with more than k double points.
Consider nq applied to a singular framed link L with (k11) double points. Because of ~3.1!,
nq~L !Phk11C@@h## .
Therefore, n (i)(Lc)50, ;i<k .
Remark: Equation ~5.5! is of little use for computing the Vassiliev invariants n (k), as there is
no known way to expand the universal R-matrix Rq into a power series in h .
On the other hand, we may use the A@@h##-module V@@h## to color all the components of G
to obtain a framed link invariant from FA[[h]],$Vi[[h]]uiPI% , which we will denote by m@@h## .
Clearly, m@@h## is a powers series in h ,
m@@h##5 (
k50
‘
hkm (k),
and each m (k) is a Vassiliev invariant of framed links. Now both the associator and R-matrix of
A@@h## are known as power series in h , thus the m (k) are computable.
Thus we have the following from Theorem 5.4 that
Corollary 5.1. In the case of osp(1u2n), n (k)5m (k), for all k .
This provides us with a more accessible construction of the Vassiliev invariants n (k) associated
with the Drinfeld–Jimbo quantum superalgebra Uq(osp(1u2n)).
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